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The S&P 500 ended 
the week up about 1.0%.

Early strength in the S&P 500 gave way to weakness later in the 
week. The S&P 500 ended the week up about 1.0%.  

The utility sector was the worst performing sector and financials 
the best performing sector. Last week saw 253 new highs and 
157 new lows, with 1,762 advancing stocks and 1,469 declining 
stocks on the NYSE. The volatility index was down about 5% last 
week; which may be a sign of complacency.

Underneath the surface, we see some signs there may be a 
“buyer beware” situation developing. In particular, we find 
approximately 40% of stocks in the NYSE Composite (which 
includes over 1,800 stocks) are above their 200 day moving 
average. 

Another interesting divergence is the difference between the 
perceptions of the economy and the stock market. The University 
of Michigan Current Conditions Index has typically led moves in 
the market. Today it is falling, even though the market continues 
to rise. This may be another warning. 

The American Association of Individual Investors reported the 
number of “bears” has fallen to levels reached in February 
2015, when the S&P 500 first breached the 2,100 level. It has 
had trouble staying above this level since. When the number of 
“bears” is low, this contrarian indicator often gives a warning 
of a coming market setback, especially when other factors are 
neutral. 

To summarize, we still see longer term risks for stocks and we 
wouldn’t overcommit to stocks at this time. The prudent investor 
would maintain moderate risk levels, timing additions to stocks 
during periods of pullback.

WEEK IN REVIEW



In last week’s report, I discussed Socialism and outlined some 
important attributes to Capitalism. I don’t usually get into political 
discussions in the report, but the struggle for what the world’s 
largest economy should look like is in the debate between two 
different ideologies.

Capitalism (defined by Merriam-Webster): an economic system 
characterized by private or corporate ownership of capital 
goods, by investments that are determined by private decision, 
and by prices, production, and the distribution of goods that are 
determined mainly by competition in a free market.

Socialism is many things, but “entrepreneurial” is not one of them.  
The idea that Bernie Sanders can describe it as such shows how 
low our political discourse has reached. 

“To me, what democratic socialism is about is to maintain the 
strong entrepreneurial spirit that we have in this country,” the 
Democrat presidential hopeful told the Wall Street Journal. “To 
continue to produce wealth, but to make sure it is more equitably 
distributed than is currently the case.” 

That describes the American left’s attitude toward business: We’ll 
tax you half to death and have the government do all sorts of 
things that should be left to you, but don’t let that keep you from 
making and selling things and employing people.

It just doesn’t work that way.

In his anti-Stalinist novel “1984,” George Orwell had the 
government feeding the people equally ridiculous lies: “War is 
peace. Freedom is slavery. Ignorance is strength.” Oh yes, and 
socialism is entrepreneurialism.

In Orwell’s fictional society, the populace is so systematically 
oppressed that they believe every lie, no matter how absurd.

The fact that Sanders and those on the economic left think we’ll 
so easily believe “socialized medicine is a marketplace” and that 
“wealth redistribution helps business” is a chilling commentary on 
how the free can be tricked into tyranny.

“Economics is too important to be left to the experts.” –Ludwig 
Von Mises

SOCIALISM IS CAPITALISM?



Don’t look now, but interest rates have already begun 
to rise – in the bond market.

Friday’s job report took market’s by surprise, but 
is having predictable inter-market results.  First, it 
pushed Treasury yields sharply higher.  That’s based 
on the belief that the strong report increases the 
odds for a Fed rate hike in December.  

These days, eyes are on the Federal Reserve as the 
markets wait on the appointed money mavens to hike 
interest rates for the first time since June 2006.  You 
would think that a quarter-of-a-point boost in the 
overnight federal funds rate would have the power to 
change the course of the economy and the financial 
markets.  

You would be wrong.

Long-term interest rates have already moved higher, 
and by much more than a quarter of a point. Last 
week the yield on the 10-Year Treasury Note hit a four 
month high, almost a full percentage point above its 
all-time low set a couple of years ago.

Has this changed things? Not as far as I can tell.

After all, long rates determine the course of the 
economy to a far greater degree than short rates.  
Federal funds have a modest effect on savers but not 
much on lending, except for prime borrowers.

Most loans, such as those made for construction, 
home mortgages and capital spending, are based 
on long yields – especially when they are above 
short rates as they are now. Long rates also tend to 
influence stocks more than short rates.

Quantitative easing not withstanding, much of the 
central bank’s efforts do not impact long rates but 
rather short rates.  The key drivers of long rates are 

the demand for long-term funds plus expectations 
regarding the rate of inflation.

At times, short rates do influence long rates, through 
the shape of the yield curve.

Yield Curve

When the yield curve is positive – that is, when 
long-term interest rates are higher than short-term 
interest rates – it is associated with a strengthening 
economy, which in turn, is usually accompanied by 
increases in demand for loanable funds, as well as a 
pickup in the rate of inflation.

By contrast, a negative yield curve – when long-term 
interest rates are lower than short-term interest 
rates- is usually associated with declining interest 
rates. This can come about in a number of ways: 
the Fed pushing up short rates, a decline in inflation 
expectations, a reduction in the need for long-term 
money and a developing belief that the economy itself 
will soon take a tumble.

So the Federal Reserve is not the only determinate 
of what happens to the economy. There are plenty of 
others, and I haven’t even mentioned fiscal policy.

Chart 1 shows the 10-Year T-Note Yield jumping to a 
four-month high.  Naturally, bond prices have fallen.  
In the October 5th report, I wrote the following.

“With that said, you should take advantage of current 
prices to reallocate or reduce exposure to your 
longer-term portfolio goal weight to fixed income. “

IT’S BONDS THAT COUNT



Chart of  the 
10-Year US Treasury Note
Below is a chart of the 10-Year US Treasury Note Price. I 
indicate the price of the 10-Year Treasury in early October. 

IT’S BONDS THAT COUNT

I have made the point many times about the favorable effect to some sectors like Financials and 
unfavorable effects to other sectors, like Utilities. As is to be expected, Bond proxies like utilities 
are being sold heavily. The chart below shows the Utilities Sector SPDR (XLU) falling sharply. 
Dividend paying REITS are also falling. 



Earnings 
season has 
been in 
high gear 
the past few 
weeks.
Earnings season has been in high gear the past few weeks with thousands of companies reporting their 
numbers.  So far the results have been mixed but may be better than most expected with the S&P now back 
to within striking range of its all time high.

Over the last couple of weeks, I have been discussing the prospects for positive technical events, and what 
to watch for in the S&P 500.  The first, was a move above the 20-day EMA which occurred in the first week of 
October at 1950. Second, was the 20-day EMA moving above the 50-day EMA which occurred later in October 
at 2000.  Third, was the break above the trend line established in July. This occurred at 2015.  

Note: The Exponential Moving Average (EMA) used in the chart below is similar to a Simple Moving Average 
except that more weight is given to the latest data.

MARKET ANALYSIS

NOTE 
The solid blue section that moves through the chart 
below is a Bollinger Band.  Bollinger Bands are volatility 
bands placed above and below a moving average.  
Volatility is based on standard deviation, which changes 
as volatility increases or decreases.  Standard deviation 
is a statistical term that measures the amount of 
variability or dispersion around an average. Standard 
deviation is also a measure of volatility.  Generally 
speaking, dispersion is the difference between the 
actual value and the average value.  By definition, prices 
are high at the upper end of the band and low when they 
are at the lower end of the band. At more extreme highs 
or lows, we sometimes refer to prices as “overbought” 
or “oversold”.



Sector Relative 
Rotation Model
The Sector Relative Rotation Model shows what 
sectors of the S&P 500 are strengthening and 
what sectors are weakening relative to the index. 
In other words, what is driving returns versus 
detracting from them.

The chart below (updated through November 6, 
2015) indicates relative strength (relative to 
the S&P 500 Index) for Consumer Discretion, 
Technology and Consumer Staples.  Energy, 
Materials, and Industrials are indicating 

improvement relative to the S&P 500. Healthcare, 
Financials and Utilities indicate weakening in the 
model.  Keep in mind while this model is helpful to 
analyze sector strength in the S&P 500, it is one 
tool and should be used with a comprehensive 
investment discipline. 

MARKET ANALYSIS



• Improving (Blue) – weak 
relative strength but improving 
momentum

Note: There are four quadrants on the chart:
• Leading (Green) – strong relative strength and strong momentum
• Weakening (Yellow) – strong relative strength but weakening momentum
• Lagging (Red) – weak relative strength and weak momentum 
•              Improving (Blue) – weak relative strength but improving momentum

MARKET ANALYSIS

• Commodities threating to break down again

• Bond rally starting to fade

• S&P 500 leading in international equity rotation

The Relative Rotation Graph above holds a number of asset class ETFs while using VBINX (Vanguard 
Balanced Index fund) as the benchmark. A first quick observation points to three areas of interest, worth 
further inspection.

All bond related asset classes, IEF, LQD and HYG started to lose relative momentum in the past two 
weeks. Equities, SPY, on the other hand, picked up relative momentum. However, all bond ETFs are still 
on the right-hand side of the RRG chart AND on the right-hand side of the SPY trail. The latter situation 
indicates that bonds are still in a relative uptrend versus equities, but the momentum moves raise doubt 
on how strong this trend is and whether bonds will be able to continue to lead.

The only asset class that is really separated from the rest is commodities (DJP). 



Changes to Social Security 
Claiming Strategies
Written by: Scott Bishop, MBA, CPA/PFS, CFP®
Director of Financial Planning

As many of us found out in late October, Congress has put the kibosh on many Social 
Security claiming strategies that we at STA Wealth have used for years to boost our 
clients’ Social Security lifetime benefits. The law that was passed in October (that 
was primarily a budget bill) closes the “unintended loopholes” in the 15-year-old law 
that allowed for various “File and Suspend” Social Security Maximization Strategies 
(discussed in my recent article on Social Security).

The proposed law affects millions of Americans who plan to claim Social Security and 
who might have taken advantage of rules that would have let them increase their 
lifetime benefit by $32,000 and, for some households, upwards of $64,000. Overall, 
Americans stand to lose upwards of $9.5 billion per year in Social Security benefits (in 
2006 dollars) because of the change in the law, according to 2009 report by the Center 
for Retirement Research at Boston College.

Under the new law, however, it will no longer be possible to file a restricted application 
for just spousal benefits. Also, for those becoming 62 after this year, deeming is 
extended through age 70. Deeming is the requirement that if you take a spousal benefit 
or a divorcee spousal benefit you need to also take your retirement benefit and vice 
versa. This leaves you with roughly the larger of the two benefits (not both).

In passing this law, congress may have presumed or assumed that the claiming 
strategies benefited mostly affluent Americans, but that’s not necessarily the case. Per 
Michael Kitces, the new rules will affect many dual-income couples who might have used 
the Social Security claiming strategies to maximize their household’s benefits.

Even with the rule changes, dual-income households should still do some Social Security 
benefit planning. In our experience, dual-income couples still need to figure out who 
is going to start early and who is going to start late. There are still some some start-
stop-start strategies that are still relevant if you have dependent children or if you are a 
Surviving Spouse.

To help you understand these changes, I have included the table below that Michael 
Kitces recently put together that nicely summarizes how the law’s changes that will 
effect retirees that are in the process of making Social Security Benefit elections. 

If you have any question as to how this will effect you, please call us or Ask a Question.

SOCIAL SECURITY CHANGES

http://stawealth.com/commentary/articles/50-commentary/articles/retirement-planning/409-why-it-pays-to-delay-taking-social-security.html
http://stawealth.com/ask-a-question.html


IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

Financial Planning and Investment Advice offered through STA Wealth Management (STA), a registered investment 
advisor. STA does not provide tax or legal advice and the information presented here is not specific to any individual’s 
personal circumstances. To the extent that this material concerns tax matters or legal issues, it is not intended or written 
to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each 
taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based on his or her individual circumstances. These 
materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from 
sources believed to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in 
these materials may change at any time and without notice. As always, a copy of our current written disclosure statement 
discussing our services and fees continues to be available for your review upon request.

SOCIAL SECURITY CHANGES



REMINDER 

In addition to the article above on the Changes to Social Security Claiming Strategies, We have added an 
article on our website discussing What Are People’s Biggest Regrets in Retirement.

We encourage you to visit our Retirement Toolbox which encompasses the following topics:

• Retirement and Cashflow Planning

• Future Work and Consulting

• Investments/Rollovers

• Income Tax

• Insurance and Benefits

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me

at luke@stawealth.com.

Have a great week,

Luke Patterson

STA Wealth Management Investment Committee

Luke Patterson, CIO

Mike Smith, President

Andrei Costas, Senior Investment Analyst
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Disclaimer:

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees 
of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including 
the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by STA Wealth Management, LLC), or any non-investment 
related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical 
performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing 
market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should 
not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized 
investment advice from STA Wealth Management, LLC. Please remember to contact STA Wealth Management, LLC, in writing, if there are 
any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous 
recommendations and/or services. STA Wealth Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion 
of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the STA Wealth Management, LLC’s current written 
disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request.

http://stawealth.com/commentary/articles/50-commentary/articles/retirement-planning/420-what-are-people-s-biggest-regrets-in-retirement.html
http://stawealth.com/retirement-toolbox.html

